CRG RACING TEAM

PROSPERI TAKES THE WIN IN KZ2 ON CRG-TM AT THE
SPANISH CHAMPIONSHIP IN ALCANIZ
Enrico Prosperi claimed the victory in the first final of the fourth round of the Spanish
Championship in Alcaniz, and ended Race-2 in second place, earning the third place of the
classification in the process.

Enrico Prosperi secured a great victory in KZ2 on CRG-Tm in the fourth round of the
Spanish Championship that took place in Alcaniz. The Spanish driver of CRG competing for
Team M2 Racing Karts put in a great weekend on the Motorland Circuit and is now standing
third in the Championship.
In Race-1 Prosperi managed to install himself into the lead early on and kept it all the way to the
flag, building a good margin on the nearest rival. Prosperi put in another great run in the second
Final, keeping the lead until halfway through and fighting for the victory all the way to the flag,
when he eventually was second, right in the slipstream of the leader.
Among the other main protagonists of Alcaniz, Gerard Cebrian Ariza has been shining in KZ2 on
CRG-Tm run by RC2 Junior Team, as he was fourth in Race-1 – posting also the fastest lap of the
race, while his team mate Yohan Azedo Sousa followed him. Gerard Cebrian Ariza was then fifth
in Race-2, while Yohan Azedo Sousa was eighth in the second final.

Enrico Prosperi is now third in the Spanish Championship KZ2 classification at 302 points,
following Eliseo Martinez who totaled 374 points and Luis Gonzalez who hauled 306 points so far.
Yohan Azedo Sousa, is fourth at 281 points, while Gerard Cebrian Ariza is sixth at 262.
In Senior, CRG has taken another podium with the Portuguese Jorge Ventura Simao on CRGParilla, who was third in both Finals. In Junior, Ayrton Fontecha Martinez closed Race-2 in sixth
place on CRG-Parilla at the end of a 26 places comeback. A great second Final was also run by
Javier Sagrera Pont, who was ninth on CRG-Parilla run by M2 Racing Karts, getting 13 positions
back. Javier Sagrera Pont is currently second in the Championship, 14 points shy of the leader.
In the smallest category Alevin, Alejardo Melendez Pardi was on the third step of the podium in
Race-1 on CRG-Parilla, while he closed Race-2 in sixth place. He is currently third in the
Championship.
The final round of the Spanish Championship will take place in Zuera next October 1st.
All results are available at www.cronosystem.es/cek2017.
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